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Abstract — What is the physical time? Is it fully
perceptible by human psychology or is it the effect of
actual physical time on psychology and that effect we
assume as the physical time all about? Based on
psychological perception, is it an ever-rolling stream
or is it a railroad track? Does the physical time have a
beginning? If so, how it started its journey and where
it is leading us to. What is the shape and direction of
the physical time? Whatever the questions about the
physical time, we are option less but to find the
necessary solution with in the limitation of human
perception and psychology. According to the
Einstein’s theory of relativity, one cannot curve space
without being involved the physical time as well and
thus, according to Einstein’s theory, the physical time
has a shape. However, it also appears to be
unidirectional, just one way direction as is true for a
locomotive in a railroad track. Sir Isaac Newton gave
us the first formal and influential mathematical model
for the physical time and space. In Newton’s
mathematical model, the physical time and space
were a background where events rather
psychologically recognizable events, to be precise,
take place but which were not affected by them. The
physical time was a separate identity from space and
was considered to be a single line only just like a
railroad track, which was infinite in both directions.
The physical time itself was considered eternal, in a
sense that it had existed for ever and will exist forever
too. In the context of the Newtonian mathematical
model, in which the physical time was an infinitely
single lined, it was independent of what was
happening in the physical Universe that we live in.
However, in 1915, a completely new mathematical
model was proposed by Einstein: the general theory
of relativity. The general theory of relativity combines
the physical time dimension with the three dimensions
of space to form what is called the space-time. The
general theory of relativity incorporates the effect of
gravitational force by saying that the distribution of
energy and matter in the physical Universe wraps and
distorts the space-time itself. So, according to the
theory of general relativity, the physical time is not
flat at all and objects in this Einstein’s space-time try
to follow the path of a straight line, but because of the
space-time is wraps to be curved, their paths appear
bent. I propose a mathematical model of the physical
time having two-dimensional approach in which there
is an imaginary physical time direction at the right
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angles to ordinary real time line. The proposed model
can completely determine the history in imaginary
time from the real ordinary physical time and vice
versa. The magnitude of the imaginary time will tell
the change of rate at which the real physical time with
respect to the rate of physical time in the absolute
vacuum as reference.
Keyword — The physical time, Eternal, Space-time,
the general theory of relativity, absolute vacuum,
matter and energy, The physical Universe, the twodimensional physical time, Parallel Universes.

1. INTRODUCTION
Imaginary numbers are just a different mathematical
construction only [1], with respect to real numbers.
Similarly, imaginary time is another way to express a real
physical time line [2-5]. Then one might think of that, it
means that the imaginary numbers are just mathematical
game having nothing to do with the real world or the
physical Universe [6, 7]. Well, from the viewpoint of the
philosophy of positivist, one cannot determine what is
real [8]. All one can do is to formulate a mathematical
model that completely describes the physical Universe
we live in [9, 10]. So, what is real and what is imaginary?
Is that a distinction that is purely psychologically
established concept? A real can be described as a set of
rules or physical laws, we used to, in the physical world.
If so, we definitely cannot have an imaginary credit card
bill.

2. WHAT IS IMAGINARY TIME?
A real space-time can be resembled as a sphere like the
surface of the Earth [11, 12]. The real physical time
direction can be represented the distance from either the
South Pole or the North Pole as reference frame. As one
moves from South Pole to North Pole, the circles of
latitude at constant distances from the either Pole become
bigger resembles the Physical Universe expanding with
the real physical time. The physical Universe would
reach its maximum size at the equator and then contract
again with the reverse of the real physical time to a single
point in the South Pole again. Even though the Universe
would have zero size at a single point at Poles, we can
avoid the concept of singularities as being assumed in the
theory of general relativity [13-15], where the theory of
general relativity breaks down [16, 17], just as the North
Pole and South Pole on the Earth surface are perfectly
regular points. All these suggest that the origin of the
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Universe can be perfectly regular point in space-time. At
the same time, when the real physical time corresponds
to the degrees of latitude, the imaginary time direction in
a space-time which is a spear could also correspond to
the degrees of longitude. Because all the lines of
longitude meet at the North Pole and South Pole, the
imaginary time is standing still at the Poles which mean
that at Poles we have zero imaginary time. It also implies
that the imaginary time started its journey during the Big
Bang in an expanding Universe of recent shape. During
Big Bang, when the Universe was just a perfectly regular
point like North Pole or South Pole of Earth, the
imaginary time was zero. The slightest variation of
density made scattered distribution of the masses in the
Universe of recent shape. In an expanding Universe, the
uneven speed of real time line giving rise to the resultant
imaginary time of the Universe. So, the net or resultant
imaginary time is a function of the total area and the total
mass of the Universe. The magnitude of the net
imaginary time (say, it is positive for our Universe) is
proportional to the rate of slowdown of real time line
with respect to the rate of absolute vacuum as reference.
If we know an object’s mass, we can calculate its
individual imaginary time to find the slowdown of real
time line with respect to the rate of absolute vacuum
space. The positive magnitude of imaginary time slows
down the real time. And the negative imaginary time
does the reverse. The advantage of two-dimensional
approach is that we can represent the physical time with
coordinates like X-Y axis or polar coordinates [18-20]
and thus graphical representation of physical time itself is
possible with the two-dimensional approach of physical
time. Secondly, the physical time can be expressed
mathematically with the volume and mass of the object
like as the net resultant imaginary time can be
mathematically related to the total volume and the total
mass of the physical universe.

3. THE CONSTANT IMAGINARY TIME
CONCEPT WITH PARALLEL UNIVERSES

Universe and contracting anti-Universe would meet to
annihilate each other. Therefore, when our Universe is
moving (expanding) [24, 25] from, say south pole to the
equator of the Earth, the anti-Universe must be
contracting towards the opposite pole of Earth (must be
North Pole) at the same rate, because, otherwise there
will be violation of absolute rest of parallel universes
both in the physical time and space, thus, the imaginary
time magnitude is always maintained with constant
magnitude which is the very cause of separation of self
and anti self. The self and anti-self will never annihilate
because the constant imaginary time is always
maintained to separate the self and anti-self. Violation of
this physical law is never allowed by the nature.

Imaginary time of our
Universe
Magnitude of
Imaginary time (C)
Imaginary time of AntiUniverse
Fig 1: Imaginary time during Big Bang

Imaginary time of our
Universe
Magnitude of
Imaginary time (C)
Imaginary time of AntiUniverse

Fig 2: Imaginary time in recent shape of the Universe
The real physical time line can be resembled to latitude
of Earth and similarly, the imaginary time can be with the
longitude. During Big Bang, when our Universe was a
perfectly regular point resembling like either poles of the
Earth, the anti-Universe was in the maximum possible
Imaginary time of our
size resembling to the equator of the Earth. In that case,
Universe
the magnitude of imaginary time was constant like the
distance between either poles of Earth to the equator.
Magnitude of
Because the Universe and the anti-Universe is not of zero
Imaginary time (C)
size simultaneously, if one is of minimum size, the other
is of maximum size. So, imaginary time with parallel
Imaginary time of AntiUniverses is always non-zero quantity. It implies that
Universe
when our Universe started the journey from zero size ( a
perfectly regular point) [21- 23], say from south pole, the
Fig 3: Imaginary time when the Universe will be at
anti-Universe cannot move from equator to south pole
maximum size
direction, because then at some point of time, the net
imaginary time will become zero, then the expanding
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A two dimensional approach is feasible to represent the
real physical time graphically like X-Y axis or in Polar
form. The positive magnitude of imaginary time indicates
the rate of slowdown of real time line while the negative
magnitude indicates the reverse of that. A constant
magnitude of imaginary time is maintained by rules and
physical laws of nature to avoid annihilation of Universe
and anti-Universe. If annihilation would occur, the
Universe would be left with radiation of energy all over.
And this constant is independent of beginning and end of
the physical Universe, actually there is no beginning or
end and both are just successive time instants. As real
physical time is discrete, the two successive samples of
real physical time are called successive time instants.
Because annihilation will never going to happen, is the
reason that the Universe is so highly stable at least
locally.
.
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